The Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma states that a set of n points may be embedded in a space of dimension O(log n/ε
The Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma states that a set of n points may be embedded in a space of dimension O(log n/ε
2 ) while preserving all pairwise distances within a factor of (1 + ) with high probability. It has inspired a number of proofs that extend the result, simplify it, and improve the efficiency of computing the resulting embedding. The lemma is a critical tool in the realm of dimensionality reduction and high dimensional approximate computational geometry. It is also employed for data mining in domains that analyze intrinsically high dimensional objects such as images and text. However, while algorithms performing the dimensionality reduction have become increasingly sophisticated, there is little understanding of the behavior of these embeddings in practice. In this paper, we present the first comprehensive study of the empirical behavior of algorithms for dimensionality reduction based on the JL Lemma.
Our study answers a number of important questions about the quality of the embeddings and the performance of algorithms used to compute them. Among our key results:
(i) Determining a likely range for the big-Oh constant in practice for the dimension of the target space, and demonstrating the accuracy of the predicted bounds.
(ii) Finding 'best in class' algorithms over wide ranges of data size and source dimensionality, and showing that these depend heavily on parameters of the data as well its sparsity.
(iii) Developing the best implementation for each method, making use of non-standard optimized code for key subroutines.
(iv) Identifying critical computational bottlenecks that can spur further theoretical study of efficient algorithms.
Introduction
The Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) Lemma [16] governs the projection of high dimensional Euclidean vectors * Supported in part by NSF award CCF-0953066 to a lower dimensional Euclidean space. It states that given a set of n points in d 2 , there exists a distribution of mappings such that a projection (the JL-transform) chosen randomly from this distribution will project the data approximately isometrically into O(log n) 2 with high probability. This lemma is tremendously important in the theory of metric space embeddings [10] . It is also a critical tool in algorithms for data analysis, as a powerful method to alleviate the "curse of dimensionality" that comes with high dimensional data. Indeed, there is growing interest in applying the JL lemma directly in application settings as diverse as natural language processing [6] and image retrieval [5] .
While the original proof of the JL Lemma uses measure concentration on the sphere, as well as the BrunnMinkowski inequality [20] , the lemma has been reproved and improved extensively [17, 18, 21, 1, 15, 8, 4, 3, 2, 13, 8, 9] . Early work showed that the projections could be constructed from simple random matrices, with newer results simplifying the distributions that projections are sampled from, improving the running time of the mapping, and even derandomizing the construction. However, even as the projection algorithms have become increasingly sophisticated, there has been little effort put into studying the empirical behavior of algorithms that perform these projections.
There are three important questions that come up when researchers consider using random projections to reduce dimensionality in their datasets:
• Since most algorithms that perform the projection are randomized, how reliable is the quality of the output in practice?
• How significant are the hidden constants in the O(log n) dimension of the target space? Small constants in the dimension can make a huge difference to the behavior of downstream algorithms, since most analysis tasks take time exponential in the dimension.
1.1 Our Work. In this paper we undertake a comprehensive empirical study of algorithms that compute the JL-transform. Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We demonstrate that for all algorithms considered, the distance errors are distributed exactly as predicted by the lemma. We also show interesting variations in behavior for highly clustered data.
• We show that the constant associated with the target dimension to be very small in practice. In all cases, setting the target dimension to be 2 ln n/ε 2 suffices to achieve the desired error rates.
• We determine the 'best in class' among the algorithms proposed. The answer will depend heavily on data sparsity, and we illustrate the settings that lead to different "winners" in efficiency.
• We find that nontrivial and careful implementations of underlying primitives are needed to achieve the above-mentioned efficiencies. Parameter choices, especially in the design of the projection matrices, also play a critical role in obtaining best performance.
• Finally, we identify key bottlenecks in the computation and propose new theoretical questions for which efficient answers will have a direct impact on the performance of these algorithms.
Paper
Outline. This paper is organized as follows. We set out basic definitions and notation in Section 2; it is to be noted while different papers have often used different formulations and notations, we attempt to set out a standard formulation common to most. We present a theoretical overview of the main classes of methods under review in Section 3, with a more detailed discussion of their implementation in Section 4.
The main experimental results follow in Section 5, and we conclude with some directions for further research in Section 6.
Definitions
The Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma states that for a set P of n points in R d , and ε ∈ (0,
2 ) such that all Euclidean distances between pairs of points in P are preserved to within a (1 + ) factor. We say that such a mapping is distance preserving. In most cases (and in all of the constructions we consider) f is constructed by picking a random matrix Φ ∈ R k×d from a carefully chosen distribution and defining f (x) = Φx. It is shown that Φ yields the desired distance preservation with probability 1 − 1/n 2 . This motivates the following definition: Definition 2.1. A probability distribution µ over the space of k × d matrices is said to be a JL-transform if a matrix Φ drawn at random from µ is distance preserving with probability 1 − 1/n 2 .
Notes. The linearity of the mapping implies that without loss of generality, we can assume that the point x being transformed has unit norm. Also by linearity, we may merely consider how the mapping Φ preserves the norm of x. Finally, we will assume that k d. For a k ×d matrix Φ, we will refer to Φ as dense if it has Θ(kd) nonzero entries, and sparse otherwise. 
Methods
We start with a review of the major themes in the design of JL-transforms. Table 2 summarizes the asymptotic guarantees for construction time, space, and application time for the methods described.
3.1 Dense And Sparse Projections. The first set of approaches to designing a JL-transform all involve computing the random k × d matrix Φ directly. Frankl and Maehara [13] proposed constructing Φ by "stacking" k orthonormal random vectors (more precisely, picking an element uniformly from the Stiefel manifold
). Indyk and Motwani [15] pointed out that the orthogonality constraint can be relaxed by setting each element of Φ to a random sample from the normal distribution N (0, 1/k) (their analysis was later simplified by Dasgupta and Gupta [9] ).
The above approach yields a dense matrix, which can lead to slower projection routines. It also requires sampling from a unit normal. Achlioptas improved on both these aspects. In his approach, Φ is constructed as follows: each element is set to 0 with probability 2/3, and is set to 1 or −1 with equal probability 1/6. While the resulting matrix is still not sparse, having Θ(kd) nonzero entries, in practice it has few enough nonzero entries to take advantage of sparse matrix multiplication routines.
We will use sparse matrices of this nature in subsequent sections, and following Matousek [21] , it will be convenient to use the parameter q to quantify sparsity. A distribution over matrices has sparsity q if each element of the matrix is independently chosen to be zero with probability 1 − 1/q and ± q/k otherwise. Thus, larger values of q imply greater sparsity. The construction of Achlioptas can now be referred to as having sparsity q = 3.
Using Preconditioners.
There is a limit to the practical sparsity achievable via such methods. Problems arise when the vector x being projected is itself sparse and the projection may not be able to preserve the norm to the degree needed. Thus, the idea is to precondition the vector x in order to make it less sparse, while preserving its norm. This allows for a more sparse projection matrix than can otherwise be employed. Since preconditioning is itself a mapping from R d to R d , it is crucial to able to compute it efficiently. Otherwise, the overhead from preconditioning will cancel out the benefits of increased sparsity in the projection matrix.
The sparsity of a vector 1 x can be measured via its ∞ -norm (or even 4 [3] norms). The ∞ -norm for any unit vector must lie in the range [1/ √ d, 1] and the larger the ∞ -norm is, the more sparse the vector must be (in the extreme case, x ∞ = 1, and x contains exactly one non-zero coordinate). Typical preconditioning-based JL-transforms work in two steps. First, apply a preconditioning random linear transformation H that guarantees w.h.p. for some fixed α ∈ [1/ √ d, 1], Hx ∞ ≤ α. After this, a random projection can be applied as before, but whose sparsity can be increased, since the vector x is now sufficiently dense.
The first method proposed along these lines was the Fast Johnson-Lindenstrauss transform by Ailon and Chazelle [2] . As preconditioner, they used a Walsh-Hadamard matrix H combined with a random diagonal matrix D with each entry set to ±1 with equal probability. They showed that for any vector x with x = 1, HDx has sparsity of at most log n d . They then combined this with a k × d sparse projection matrix P , where P ij was drawn from N (0, q/k) with probability 1/q and was set to zero with probability 1 − 1/q, with q = max(Θ(d/ log 2 n), 1). Subsequently, Matousek showed [21] that the matrix P could instead be populated by ±1 entries in a manner similar to Achlioptas' construction. Specifically, he showed that P ij could instead be set to zero with probability 1−1/q, and to ± q/k otherwise.
In a search for even better projection matrices, Dasgupta, Kumar and Sarlos [8] showed that instead of choosing the elements of the projection matrix totally independently, enforcing dependencies between them allows a relaxing of the sparsity constraints on the matrix. In their adaptation of the Ailon-Chazelle method, while H and D remain unchanged, P was generated by constructing a random function h : [d] → [k] and then setting P h(j),j to be ±1 with equal probability, with all other elements set to 0. Note though, that if we know our data to be dense, we can ignore the preconditioner and directly apply the P matrix, which we will call the sparse hash matrix.
Combining Projections With Preconditioners.
It turns out that the preconditioning transforms also satisfy the metric preservation properties of the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma and can be applied quickly, but do not reduce the dimension of the data. Ailon and Liberty [18] proposed the use of non-square Hadamard-like preconditioners (the socalled lean Walsh matrices) to do the preconditioning and dimensionality reduction in the same step.
An r × c matrix A is a seed matrix if it has fewer rows than columns (r < c), if all entries have magnitude 1/ √ r, and if the rows of A are orthogonal. Given a valid seed matrix, the lean Walsh transform is found by recursively "growing" a matrix by taking the Kronecker tensor product of the seed with the current matrix. The final projection combines a lean Walsh transform with a random diagonal matrix, defined the same as D above.
Two additional methods bear mentioning which we did not test in this paper. Ailon and Liberty used BCH codes [3] to further speed up the transform, with their improvements primarily in the "large d" range. Since the method requires d = ω(k 2 ) memory issues (including large constants) made it prohibitive to test. More recently, Ailon and Liberty presented an almost optimal JL transform [4] (in terms of running time). In the context of this paper, the technique can be seen as a lean Walsh Transform (LWT) with the maximum seed size. Its running time is dominated by the time needed to perform the Walsh-Hadamard transform which we will examine here in detail.
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Technique Construction Time Space Requirement Application Time (per point)
Dense [1, 15, 13, 9] O 
Implementations
With the exception of the code for computing the Walsh-Hadamard transform (see Section 4.2 below), we use MATLAB [19] as our implementation platform. We did this for the following reasons:
(a) MATLAB has heavily optimized matrix manipulation routines for both sparse and dense matrices (b) MATLAB is the platform of choice for machine learning implementations and other areas where dimensionality reduction is employed, and thus it will be easy to embed our code in higher-level data analysis tasks.
(c) MATLAB lends itself to easy prototyping and testing.
Random Projections.
Random projectionbased methods are straightforward in that they simply store a transformation matrix and apply it directly by matrix multiplication. As the sparsity parameter q increases, the number of nonzero entries decreases, and it becomes more effective to use the built-in MATLAB routines for representing and operating on sparse matrices (via the MATLAB declaration sparse). Since the storage and use of sparse matrices incurs overhead, one must be careful when declaring a matrix as sparse, as declaring a dense matrix to be sparse can actually yield worse performance when performing direct multiplication. In our experiments, the naïve approaches use dense representations, and any matrix with the sparsity parameter q > 1 was declared as sparse.
Using Preconditioners:
The WalshHadamard Transform. Both the FJLT and Sparse JLT employ three matrices: a random diagonal matrix D, the Hadamard matrix H, and a sparse projection matrix P . The sparse matrix P is stored and used as we describe in Section 4.1. Applying D to a vector x is effectively a coordinate-wise multiplication of two vectors, for which MATLAB provides the special operation .* (this is not as effective for applying D on a block of vectors -see Section 5). What remains is the application of the Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT).
There are two ways to implement the WHT in MATLAB. The easiest approach is to merely treat the transform as a dense matrix and perform direct matrix multiplication. This however takes O
comes with a native implementation for the fwht. However, tests showed that the runtime of this routine was actually slower than direct multiplication with the Hadamard matrix. This is a critical problem since the running time of the WHT becomes the main bottleneck in the overall computation.
SPIRAL. To overcome this problem, we turned to SPIRAL [22] . SPIRAL is a signal processing package that provides an efficient implementation of the WHT, customized to local machine architectures. It is written in C and we used mex to build an interface in order to invoke it from inside MATLAB.
Two aspects of the data transfer between MATLAB and SPIRAL require some care. Firstly, SPIRAL operates on blocks of memory of size O(d). If MATLAB transfers a row-major representation of the input points, then SPIRAL can operate on the memory block as is. However, if the representation is column major (which is the standard representation, with points as column vectors), then the data has to be transposed prior to applying SPIRAL. Secondly, SPIRAL cannot operate directly on sparse data, and so the input vectors need to be stored in dense form. We mention this to point out the additional work needed to make use of these more complex methods versus the simple naïve implementations of the WHT.
The Lean Walsh Transform.
Recall that the lean Walsh transform is constructed by first forming an r × c seed matrix A, and then repeatedly taking powers via the Kronecker product. The transform can then be applied recursively, exploiting its structure as a Kronecker "power". The seed matrix itself is constructed by taking a few rows of a Hadamard matrix, and so necessarily c is a power of two 2 . Note that this seed matrix can be applied to a c length vector through either direct multiplication or through computing the WHT and just keeping r entries. With this recursive structure, the seed matrix is only applied on the only final step, which is typically sufficiently small that we use direct multiplication rather than going through the overhead of SPIRAL. As described in [18] , the overall running time to compute the transform is T (d) = O d cr c−r , and so choosing a smaller seed matrix yields better constants for the running time.
The structure of the LWT can make choosing the seed matrix quite inconvenient. Suppose we wish to embed 4096-dimensional points in k-dimensional space, for k ∈ (729, 4096). For a seed matrix of shape 3 × 4, we need to determine a power t such that r t ≥ k and c t ≥ d. Since 4 6 = 4096 and 3 6 = 729 < k, taking the sixth power of the seed matrix is not sufficient. We now have three choices. We can take the seventh power of the seed, yielding a 2987 × 16384 matrix which requires massive padding of zeros in both dimensions. We can choose a different seed matrix of shape r × 16 (for some r < 16) such that r 3 > k. We could also choose a seed matrix of shape r × 64 such that r 2 > k. While these matrices might require less padding, they increase the running time of the overall transformation (since both c and r are larger), and determining the optimal parameters for any given instance is quite difficult.
Results
Experimental Setup. All experiments were run on a Quad core 2.66 GHz processor with 4 GB RAM, with 32-bit MATLAB version 7.10.0.499 (R2010a), and SPIRAL version 1.8. For our tests, unless stated otherwise, k = 2 ln n ε 2
. For testing the dense and sparse direct projection methods, we fix d = 4096 which is roughly the upper bound where we could still comfortably test values of k in MATLAB before running out of memory. Finally we took ε = 0.25. While this choice is arbitrary, we will see that the quality and nature of the results remains consistent over values of ε. On performance tests, varying n is effectively identical to varying ε, since the only parameter depending on n and ε is k. Each timing data point was the result of averaging 10 runs.
Data Generation. We generated three kinds of random data from the [−1, 1] d cube. Dense data was generated by sampling each element uniformly from [−1, 1]. Sparse data was generated by choosing r = 10 dimensions at random, and then populating each dimension randomly as above. Clustered data was generated by fixing the number of clusters K, choosing K points at random from the cube, and then generating equal numbers of points (n/K) around each cluster center. We also experimented with almost lowdimensional data, generated by sampling data from a randomly chosen low dimensional subspace and then perturbing it by a full-dimensional Gaussian; the results for these datasets was essentially the same as that for full dimensional data, and so we do not present separate results for this case.
Block Evaluations. MATLAB is optimized for direct multiplication in blocks, so it is often faster to multiply a transformation by a matrix of points, rather than performing a set of matrix-vector operations. However, for large datasets, we can only apply the transformation to chunks of data at a time. Further, the WHT implementations (in both MATLAB and SPI-RAL) do not appear to be optimized for block operations. Hence in this paper we report times based on point-evaluations. the norm of a point (recall that norm preservation and distance preservation are equivalent for linear maps). We then plot the distribution of the resulting distortion values.
Perhaps surprisingly, all of the methods we examined yield distortion distributions that are nearly indistinguishable. Figure 1 shows the same set of dense points (n = 2981 random points in R d ) projected with different methods, all of which produce distributions which are highly Gaussian with low variance. For these examples, n = 2981 so that we can use the lean Walsh transform with k = 256 and a seed matrix of dimension 4 × 8. These results are very stable as n varies, as shown in Figure 2 . Additionally, the variance of the distortion decreases with n, roughly as O(1/k), which is as predicted.
Projecting Clustered Data. Projecting uniform random data produces distortions that are strongly Gaussian for even small values of n. Given highly structured data, however, distortion distributions can become skewed. For instance, the left panel of Figure 3 shows distortions when projecting five clusters of data. While all cluster distortions are in the desired range, each cluster incurs a systematic bias in its embedding. This is in contrast to the right panel, which depicts the cumulative distortions averaged over multiple random projections, and yields the expected distribution of distortions. The distinction is important. In many applications it is common to apply a single random projection to reduce dimensionality of data. While we are guaranteed that all distortions stay in the prescribed range, we can no longer assume that when looking at individual clusters of data that all errors are distributed nicely, and this may affect future analysis that probes individual clusters.
Projecting Real Data. We examine two datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [12] . The Dexter [14] test dataset has 2000 instances with 20000 dimensions. It is a sparse, bag-of-words representation that has, on average, 96 nonzeros per element. The p53 [7] dataset is dense with 16592 instances of dimension 5409. Figure 4 shows the distortion distributions of these two real world datasets. The p53 projections exhibits some clustering behavior but both distributions fall well within our guarantees and behaves consistently with synthetic data. Determining The Exact Value Of k. In all proofs of the JL Lemma, the number of dimensions is controlled by the number of norm measurements needed. In the histograms shown above, the distortion ranges above fall well within the predicted range of (0.75, 1.25), suggesting that we may be able to use fewer dimensions than 2 ln n/ε 2 . Figure 5 (a) compares distortion ranges for norm preservation (n measurements) and distance preservation ( n 2 measurements) as we vary ε. Notice that the error range for distance preservation is close to the predicted value.
This suggests the following estimation procedure: plot the minimum and maximum distortions obtained when projecting into k = C ln n/ε 2 dimensions, and determine when these bounds satisfy the desired theoretical range [1 − ε, 1 + ε]. Figure 5(b) illustrates the results of this procedure. Notice that for measurement of norms, the constant C is very close to 1, and for measuring pairwise distances, the constant C is a little less than 2. This indicates that the bound provided by the JL Lemma is very tight, and can be written as k = ln P/ε 2 , where P is the number of norm measurements to be preserved.
Performance Of Direct Projections.
We now evaluate the performance of methods based on direct random projections with dense matrices (q = 1) as well as sparse matrices q > 1. Figure 6 compares the time needed to project a single point of a data using matrices with varying values of q.
Consider first the left panel of Figure 6 , where we evaluate the projection methods on dense data. Here, the dense matrix initially performs better than the matrix with sparsity q = 3, because of overhead in the sparse representation. If the matrix is sparse enough (q = d/ ln 2 n), the advantage of sparsity wins out. Notice that as n increases (and q decreases) the benefits of using an explicit sparse representation reduce, and once q = 1 (around n = 10 27 ), all that remains is an overhead from the sparse representation.
For sparse data, a similar picture emerges, with the very sparse matrices initially outperforming the dense and near-dense approaches, but eventually matching them. What is different in this case is that because the input data is sparse, MATLAB is able to optimize the multiplication of dense by sparse very efficiently, leading to the superior relative performance for the dense matrix (all methods are still orders of magnitude faster on sparse data than on dense data). If x ∈ R d has only r nonzero entries, then direct matrix multiplication takes O(rk) time and the sparsity advantage of the other matrices becomes much less pronounced.
In both figures, an interesting anomaly (more noticeable for sparse data) emerges once d/ ln 2 n = 1: once the matrix (stored as sparse) becomes fully dense, MAT-LAB appears to do some form of optimization, boosting the performance of the fully dense sparse matrix past that of the q = 3 sparse matrix. The asymptotic behavior after this point again follows that of the dense projection, but with the additional overhead of being stored as sparse.
Stability Of Distortions With Increasing Matrix Sparsity. All of the above methods store the entire matrix in memory, requiring O(kd) storage. While points can be easily streamed, implementing a similar solution for the projection is much more cumbersome, and so having more zeros in the projection matrix can be crucial in being able to actually use these methods. As we increase the sparsity however, the projection becomes increasingly unstable. Figure 7 illustrates the distortion of a set of n = 100000 dense and sparse points over ranges of q. As q increases (making the projection matrix more sparse), the norms of the projected vectors tend to 0. The optimal q giving distortions still within our bounds depends on n, d, and ε as well as the data sparsity. Not surprisingly, the deterioration in quality is more rapid for projections on sparse data than for dense data. This motivates the addition of preconditioners, which gives upper bounds on data sparsity while preserving the norm of the original vector. In general, the SPIRAL/mex implementation is much faster once d grows to a reasonable size. Again we see that for sparse data, direct matrix multiplication is a viable option but for any data with more than 2 13 dimensions, this is not an option.
Determining
The 'Best In Class'. Figures 2 and 7 indicate that as long as the data is known to be reasonably dense, we can avoid the use of a preconditioner. In that case, the most efficient projection matrix is the sparse hash matrix P that is used in the Sparse JLT. Conversely, if the data is known to be sparse, then the MATLAB-optimized dense-matrix multiplication is the best approach to take since it runs in O(rk) time where r is the number of nonzeros of our input. These results are summarized in Figure 9 .
However, dense methods fail once the dimension becomes large enough (at roughly d 500, 000 for our machine configuration). At that point, the Sparse JLT becomes the superior option, as seen in the right half of Figure 9 for n = 10
6 . While overall the Sparse JLT is the best in class, it is important to remember that the preconditioner is nontrivial (requiring the use of SPIRAL) whereas the matrix multiplication methods are extremely simple to implement.
Revisiting the real datasets from Section 5.1, Table  3 shows the times needed to project the Dexter dataset. 2.914 Table 3 : Time in seconds to project the Dexter dataset with Dense and Sparse JLT methods. Runtimes also compare a pointwise streaming projection model versus projecting the entire set at once.
The results show that the data is sparse enough to be significantly faster using Dense methods than anything else. The p53 Mutants dataset is fully dense and therefore performed identically to synthetic data so we do not include the results here.
Summary And Open Questions
The results in this paper present a clear picture of the behavior in practice of algorithms for the JLtransform. All methods provide high quality answers that match theoretical predictions with bounds that use small constants. The simple dense projection methods are surprisingly effective, and can be the best approach whenever we have information about data sparsity. If not, then the Sparse JLT provides the most effective solution for up to millions of points in millions of dimensions.
Copyright © 2011 by SIAM Unauthorized reproduction is prohibited. Figure 9 : Times for projecting a single point with respect to n and d comparing: multiplication with a dense matrix, a sparse q = 3 matrix, a sparse hash matrix, the Sparse JLT, and LWT with seed sizes 8 and 64. The dense matrix multiplication was performed on sparse data while the rest were run on dense data.
A key bottleneck is the use of the Walsh-Hadamard transform. Specifically, if we are given data that is known to have at most r d nonzero entries, can we implement the WHT in time o(d log d)? Using the structure of the Hadamard matrix it can be shown that given the exact location of the r nonzeros we can compute the WHT in time d log r; however, different data points will have different locations for their r nonzeros.
For the direct projection approaches, our experiments indicate that the simplest "good" projection is a near sparse matrix with high q. The optimal q(n, d, ε) for any given dataset is difficult to find, as it depends highly on the sparsity of the data. Being able to find q near-optimally would allow us to use the direct methods which are much easier to implement and use than preconditioning-based methods.
Another direction is to test derandomized approaches [17, 11] . The behavior of the algorithms is sharply concentrated within the error bounds, suggesting that the derandomization overhead might not be justified. However, this is a possible avenue to investigate.
